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Sharing network infrastructure
Mobile network infrastructure refers to both the electronic components and
the physical sites and masts that make up a network. Sharing this infrastructure
can be very beneﬁcial in terms of cost savings for mobile network operators.
Regulatory authorities want to see the best use made of ﬁnite resources, to
increase rural coverage and to encourage sharing in order to improve services
for customers.

Many network operators are sharing network
infrastructure in order to maintain proﬁt margins, lower
costs and focus on delivering their core business of
meeting customer requirements.
Expected cost savings from infrastructure sharing are
predicted to be signiﬁcant. Operators can expect to
save as much as 30 to 40 percent1 of their network
costs and capital expenditure can be signiﬁcantly
reduced. Building, rigging, materials and costs
associated with connecting base stations to the core
network and to power have been estimated at 50
percent1 of total capital expenditure. All are shareable
costs under agreements between participating network
operators.
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https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wiki/infrastructure-sharing-an-overview/#_ftnref2
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Models of sharing

sharing results in reduced license fees for microwave links

Network infrastructure sharing models fall into two
main categories: passive sharing (sharing the site, tower,
antennas and feeder cables) and active sharing (sharing

and because 70-80 percent of costs come from the digging
of trenches, these costs can be significantly reduced for all
infrastructure sharing participants.

of electronic equipment such as switches and sometimes

Active site sharing refers to the sharing of active (ie.

spectrum).

electronic) infrastructure in the access or core network,

Passive site sharing refers to the sharing of non-active
equipment. The potential advantages with passive sharing
are that costs are shared for the acquisition of sites, for
infrastructure,

lease,

each operator maintains their own
core network, backhaul and radios, but
they share the sites, towers, power,

Multi Operator Core Network Sharing (MOCN) spectrum
is also shared.
A Multi Operator Radio Access Network (MORAN) is

maintenance

and power. With passive site sharing,

like base station equipment and switches. In the case of

The big growth has come in
MORAN agreements, which

antennas, feeders, HVAC and security.

are suitable for network

Passive backhaul sharing is similar to

operators who already

passive site sharing, but the mobile
network operators (MNOs) also share

lease their share of the RF

the backhaul links (the connection
from the wireless cell tower to the core

spectrum.

network). There are obvious advantages

one in which each operator owns
their own core network. MORANs
are becoming increasingly common,
especially with the roll out of 5G.
Potential benefits of MORANs include
cost sharing on radio equipment and
a reduced antenna footprint.
A MOCN shares all of the elements
that a MORAN might, but it also
shares the RF spectrum. There are
similar benefits to MORANs for

in equipment costs with passive backhaul sharing, plus

cost sharing, with additional eﬃciencies created by the

big savings to be made in deployment. Passive backhaul

pooling of spectrum.

25th November 2019

25th September 2019

Type of agreement: Active

Type of agreement: Active and Passive

Orange and Proximus in Belgium initialise an
agreement to form a 50/50 joint-venture to allow
faster and broader 5G deployment, and to improve
network capacity and coverage.2

Bite and Tele2 create a network sharing venture to
build, own and operate their mobile networks in both
Latvia and Lithuania.

29th July 2019

25th July 2019

Type of agreement: Active and Passive

Type of agreement: Active

Telecom Italia and Vodafone Italia sign a 5G active
network sharing deal, and extend their current passive
4G deal nationwide.

Telefonica UK and Vodafone UK finalise a 5G network
sharing agreement

Both operators aim to combine their tower portfolios
together, making a total of 22,000 towers.4

The agreement is aimed at speeding up deployment
of 5G whilst reducing costs.3

Cornerstone (passive joint-venture already in place)
is also to play an additional role in the deployment of
both operators’ networks.5
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24th July 2019

Get in touch

Type of agreement: Passive

Radio Design are RF filter specialists, enabling many

TIM Brazil and Telefonica Brazil sign a Memorandum of
Understanding to open initial discussions surrounding
a number of different network sharing proposals,
including possible 2G sharing expansion, and possible
700 MHz 4G infra-sharing.6

of the world’s largest network operators to achieve
maximum data throughput and capacity for their cell
sites, whilst achieving significant CAPEX and OPEX
savings by using RD’s unique solutions.
If you would like to find out more about Radio

18th June 2019
Type of agreement: Passive
Beeline in talks with MegaFon and Rostelecom
in Russia regarding joining their 5G infrastructure
venture.7

25th April 2019

Type of agreement: Active
Orange and Vodafone Spain extend their RAN
sharing agreement to cover 5G deployments as
well as 2G, 3G & 4G.8

2

https://www.proximus.com/news/proximus-and-orange-belgiumsign-agreement-to-set-up-a-shared-mobile-access-network.html
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https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2019/09/25/bite-tele2-create-network-sharing-jv-centuriabite-to-acquire-additional-baltcom-shares/
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https://www.businessinsider.com/telecom-vodafone-italia-dealwill-expedite-5g-rollouts-2019-7?r=US&IR=T
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https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2019/07/25/o2-uk-and-vodafone-uk-finalise-5g-networkagreement/
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https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2019/07/24/tim-brasilvivo-ink-network-sharing-pact/
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https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2019/06/18/beeline-in-talks-to-join-megafon-rostelecomin-5g-infrastructure-sharing-venture/
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https://www.orange.com/en/Press-Room/press-releases/pressreleases-2019/Orange-and-Vodafone-strengthen-their-mobile-andfixed-network-sharing-agreements-in-Spain

Design’s vast product portfolio, or enquire about the
consultative service offered, please contact
sales@radiodesign.eu
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